
SOCIAL 
MEDIA

TOOLKIT
#MyBodyMyChoice

#NormaliseAbortion
#SafeAbortion

#ReproductiveJustice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives 

#OurBodiesOurFight



OVERVIEW

Sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR), 
including access to sexual and reproductive health 
(SRH) care and information, as well as autonomy in 
sexual and reproductive decision-making— are human 
rights, They are universal, indivisible, and undeniable. 
Such rights are grounded in other essential human 
rights, including the right to life and health, the right 
to equality and non-discrimination, the right to privacy, 
the right not to be subjected to torture or ill-treatment 
and, the right to determine the number and spacing of 
one’s children.

Choice

Provision of safe, accessible and legal abortion 
services is a crucial aspect of SRH and essential to 
safeguarding women’s health, rights and well-being.



The ‘My Body, My Choice’ campaign aims to break the 
silence around abortion by bringing together key 
audiences and promoting conversation around 
SRHR and abortion. It also aims to create awareness 
among women and young girls in South Africa – 
about their SRHR rights and how they can realise 
these rights – while also cultivating new – age 
champions for the cause.

This social media toolkit has been developed for 
partners and champions to share information about 
SRH and abortion rights within their network and 
to rally behind a united movement for ensuring all 
women and girls can exercise their right to choose 
and have access to the essential SRH and abortion 
services that they need. 

In the toolkit, you will find information in the following 
order:

1    Partners 

2    Hashtags 

3    Other handles you can tag

4    Suggested social media themes and posts

5    Sharegraphics and images 

  
  



PARTNERS 

PARTNERS

Amnesty International South Africa 
@AmnestySAfrica

Doctors Without Borders, South Africa 
@MSF_ southafrica

Health-e News @HealtheNews

Ibis Reproductive Health @IbisRH

Marie Stopes SA @MarieStopes_SA

Nalane for Reproductive Justice @Nalane4RJ

Sexual and Reproductive Justice Coalition 
@_SRJC

Sonke Gender Justice @SonkeTogether

Treatment Action Campaign 
@TAC

GHS facilitated campaign handle 
@myrighttochoice

https://twitter.com/AmnestySAfrica
https://twitter.com/search?q=%40MSF_southafrica%20&src=typd
https://twitter.com/HealtheNews
https://twitter.com/IbisRH
https://twitter.com/MarieStopes_SA
https://twitter.com/Nalane4RJ
https://twitter.com/_SRJC
https://twitter.com/SonkeTogether
https://twitter.com/TAC
https://twitter.com/myrighttochoice


#HASHTAGS 

PRIMARY HASHTAG:

SECONDARY HASHTAGS: 

#MyBodyMyChoice

#SafeAbortion 
#ReproductiveJustice 
#AbortionIsLegalInSA 
#NormaliseAbortion 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives 
# OurBodiesOurFight 
#Sept28



Center for Reproductive Rights @ReproRights

Dr Mpume @celebgynae

Dr Tlaleng Mofokeng @drtlaleng

Guttmacher Institute @Guttmacher

Human Rights Watch @hrw

Ipas @IpasOrg

IPPF Africa @IPPFAR

IPPF @ippf

Men Engage Africa @MenEngageAfrica

Mmoho @add_your_voice

Sept28Abortion @Sept28Abortion

Soul City Institute @SoulCity_SA

The International Women’s Health Coalition 
@IntlWomen

UNDP Africa @UNDPAfrica

UNFPA @UNFPA

UN Women Africa @unwomenafrica

WHO African Region @WHOAFRO

Women on Waves @WomenOnWaves 

Youth Coalition @youth_coalition

OTHER 
HANDLES 
YOU CAN 

TAG

https://twitter.com/ReproRights
https://twitter.com/celebgynae
https://twitter.com/drtlaleng
https://twitter.com/Guttmacher
https://twitter.com/hrw
https://twitter.com/IpasOrg
https://twitter.com/search?q=%40IPPFAR%20&src=typd
https://twitter.com/IpasOrg
mailto:@MenEngageAfrica
https://twitter.com/Sept28Abortion
https://twitter.com/search?q=%40SoulCity_SA&src=typd
https://twitter.com/search?q=%40IntlWomen&src=typd
https://twitter.com/UNDPAfrica
https://twitter.com/UNFPA
https://twitter.com/unwomenafrica
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO
https://twitter.com/WomenOnWaves
https://twitter.com/youth_coalition


Theme 1: Launch/Introduction to the 
Campaign and CTOPA

Theme 2: Stigma and Obstruction to 
Access

Theme 3: Abortion as a part of Sexual 
and Reproductive Health and Rights

Theme 4: Solutions and the Right to 
Choose

Theme 5: Day of Action/September 28

Theme 6: Support our Petition

Theme 7: Let’s Keep the Movement Alive 

THEMES AND 
MESSAGES 



TIMELINE
1 3 4 5 6 7

Day of
Action/

September
28 

Support
our Petition

Stigma
and

Obstruction
to Access

Day of
Action –

live - tweeting 

Solutions
and the
Right to
Choose

Abortion
as a part
of SRHR

Let’s keep the
movement alive

2

Stigma
and

Obstruction
to Access 

Abortion
as a part
of SRHR 

L AUNCH

  Introduction
to the

campaign
and CTOPA  

Solutions and 
the Right to 

Choose 

Support our 
Petition 

Let’s keep the 
movement 

alive

Let’s keep the 
movement 

alive 

Support our 
Petition

15-31 Oct8 -14 Oct29 Sept – 7 Oct 28 Sept24-27 Sept 17-23 Sept10-16 Sept

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13eK5UJ086zu5ofAhkbibY9ZUIgRWs336


@(add handle name) is joining the #MyBodyMyChoice 
movement today! Follow this campaign to ensure 
more women and girls don’t put their lives in danger by 
seeking unsafe abortions. #SafeAbortionSavesLives

#DYK after abortion became a health right for 
all in SA, access improved? Maternal deaths 
in public health facilities due to unsafe abortions 
decreased by about 91% between 1994  and  
1998–2001. #MyBodyMyChoice  #AbortionIsLegalInSA 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives

Access to #SafeAbortion is critical for women’s 
#ReproductiveHealth. Let’s ensure all women 
have access to basic #SRH services. Join us 
at @MyRighttochoice. #SafeAbortionSavesLives 
#MyBodyMyChoice  

#DYK according to @WHO, abortion is one of the 
safest medical and surgical procedures when 
managed by trained providers, including nurses 
and midwives? Join the conversation from today 
and demand increased access to #SafeAbortion. 
#MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortionSavesLives.

SUGGESTED 
SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
POSTS AND 
THEMES

THEME 1: LAUNCH/INTRODUCTION 
TO THE CAMPAIGN AND CTOPA 
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THEME 1: LAUNCH /INTRODUCTION TO THE CAMPAIGN AND CTOPA

Autonomy in sexual and reproductive decision-making, including #SafeAbortion 
is a human right. It should be universal, indivisible and undeniable. Join us for 
a two-month long campaign to advocate for women’s #ReproductiveJustice. 
#MyBodyMyChoice 

#DYK almost half of all abortions globally are unsafe due to limited access to trained 
providers and safe services? Access to #SafeAbortion is a human right. It should be 
available to everyone, everywhere. #MyBodyMyChoice

#DYK SA has one of the most progressive laws on abortion in the world? Various barriers 
compel many women to choose unsafe ways to end early and unpanned pregnancies. 
Join the movement to ensure access to #SafeAbortion services for women in SA. 
#MyBodyMyChoice #CTOPA

#DYK once abortion became legal in SA, maternal deaths in public health 
facilities from unsafe abortions decreased by an estimated 91% between 1994 
and 1998–2001? Still, as of 2009, unsafe abortions outnumbered safe 
abortions. #MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortion
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#ReproductiveJustice includes a woman’s right to access essential #SRH 
services, including #SafeAbortion and quality contraception. Let’s ensure 
women have agency over their bodies. Join us to rally for a woman’s right to 
choose. #MyBodyMyChoice #OurBodiesOurFight

Better access to #SRH services like safe abortion and contraception empowers 
women to choose when they want to have a family. Prevent unsupportable 
pregnancies and reduce unsafe abortions. #MyBodyMyChoice 

We can only achieve #ReproductiveJustice if basic #SRH services, including 
#SafeAbortion and contraception, are available and accessible to all women, 
irrespective of their racial, social or economic status. #MyBodyMyChoice 

#CTOPA is the law governing abortion in South Africa. It allows abortion on 
demand up to the 12th week of pregnancy, under specified circumstances from 
the 13th to 20th week, and only for serious medical reasons after the 20th week. 
#AbortionIsLegalInSA #MyBodyMyChoice

Providers are duty-bound to provide care in emergency situations, irrespective 
of their personal beliefs. No woman should suffer or lose her life for lack of care. 
#ReproductiveJustice #MyBodyMyChoice

THEME 1: LAUNCH /INTRODUCTION TO THE CAMPAIGN AND CTOPA



#NormaliseAbortion. It is a part of our lives. #MyBody-
MyChoice #SafeAbortionSavesLives

We must not allow personal beliefs to come in 
the way of #ReproductiveJustice for all women. 
#MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

Health providers have a duty to enable access to 
safe abortion services. Let’s #NormaliseAbortion 
#ReproductiveJustice #MyBodyMyChoice

NDOH and provincial departments of health must 
ensure that abortion providers in public health facilities 
are provided with debriefing support, so they are able 
to perform their duty of providing care and treatment 
to their patients. #SafeAbortionSavesLives

#AbortionStigma compels women to seek unsafe
abortions that can lead to serious health complications,
deaths and disabilities. Join us in tackling #AbortionStigma
#MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortion #NormaliseAbortion

Health providers must provide referrals, emergency 
services and judgment-free counselling, to enable 
a woman’s right to choose. #NormaliseAbortion 
#ReproductiveJustice #MyBodyMyChoice

THEME 2: STIGMA AND OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS

SEE INFOGRAPHICS ON ABORTION, OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS AND ABORTION STIGMA (Visit the last section)



THEME 2: STIGMA AND OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS

There is a need to tackle #AbortionStigma so  
that women can have access to stigma - free 
healthcare. #MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortion 
#NormaliseAbortion

Denial of #SRH services such as #SafeAbortion and 
contraception is an act of violence against women 
and  girls, and a violation of their #HumanRights. 
It is their #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives

#DYK healthcare providers are legally obligated 
to provide information to women about their 
rights under the #CTOPA? #MyBodyMyChoice

Healthcare providers are duty-bound to provide 
accurate information and timely referrals, 
wherever needed, so women who need abortions 
do not turn to back-alley providers and endanger 
their health and l ives.  #MyBodyMyChoice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives



Access to #SRH is a constitutional right in SA and part 
of the universal right to health. #MyBodyMyChoice 
#ReproductiveJustice

Under the #GlobalGagRule, organisations funded 
by the US government cannot provide abortion 
information, services, referrals or even advocate for its 
decriminalisation in any country. #MyBodyMyChoice

When women in South Africa can’t access legal 
abortion services, they resort to unsafe abortion 
services by illegal unregistered providers. Many 
women suffer serious health complications and
tragically, many die. #MyBodyMyChoice #SafeA-
bortionSavesLives #NormaliseAbortion

Provision of safe, accessible and legal abortion 
services is a crucial aspect of #SRH and essential 
to safeguarding women’s health, rights and well-
being. #MyBodyMyChoice #ReproductiveJustice

SA has committed to achieving the #SDGs – 
including improving #SRH and gender equality. 
Realising these goals means taking urgent action 
on issues like expanding access to #SafeAbortion 
#MyBodyMyChoice
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THEME 3: ABORTION AS A PART OF SEXUAL AND 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS



There is power in unity. Let’s stand united against the #GlobalGagRule which deprives women of their 
#RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice

The #GlobalGagRule deprives women of essential sexual and reproductive health care and other life-
saving services. #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice

#GlobalGagRule exacerbates #AbortionStigma. Let’s come together to tackle abortion stigma and to 
advocate for a woman’s #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice

The #GlobalGagRule will potentially increase the number of women who seek #UnsafeAbortions. 
Let’s ensure we stand against forces that deprive women bodily autonomy. #RightToChoose 
#MyBodyMyChoice

The power to make decisions about a woman’s well-being should reside only with a woman. It is 
her body, it should be her choice. Let’s stand united against the decision to deprive a woman of 
autonomy over her body. #MyBodyMyChoice #GlobalGagRule

THEME 3: ABORTION AS A PART OF SEXUAL AND 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS

The #GlobalGagRule deprives a woman of her #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice

Stand against #GlobalGagRule. 



We choose our futures, 
we decide our stories! 
#RightToChoose 
#MyBodyMyChoice

Governments cannot 
achieve #SDGs, without 

fulfilling ALL human 
rights. Access to safe and 
legal abortion is a human 

right.  #RightToChoose 
#MyBodyMyChoice 

#LeavingNoOneBehind

The government must 
increase access to 

information regarding 
where women can access 

#SafeAbortion. This 
information should be easy 

to access and publicly 
available. #RightToChoose 

#MyBodyMyChoice.

The government must 
implement strategies to 
address stigma and raise 
awareness among all 
women and girls about the 
provisions of the #CTOPA 
to ensure they can exercise 
their  #RightToChoose. 
#MyBodyMyChoice.
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THEME 4: SOLUTIONS AND THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE



The government must implement stigma-reduction strategies by educating providers 
on bioethics and communities on what right to health means in terms of service 
provision and patients’ rights. Healthcare delivery must be free from stigma and 
respect human rights. #MyBodyMyChoice 

@WHO recommends that providers should ensure respect for women and girls’ 
autonomy, confidentiality and privacy and be trained to support their informed and 
voluntary decision-making. #RightToChoose #MyBodyMyChoice 

Providers  must respect women’s abort ion r ights and know the adverse 
health implications that refusal without referral can have on women’s health. 
#MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

Providers must provide accurate and timely abortion-related information 
and referrals ,  wherever needed, regardless of their personal v iews.  
#MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion
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THEME 4: SOLUTIONS AND THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE



We must remove all social barriers that hinder access to #SafeAbortion and 
prevent women from exercising their #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives #NormaliseAbortion

For SA to succeed in reducing maternal morbidity and mortality, safe abortion 
services need to be available and accessible to all women. #RightToChoose 
#MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortionSavesLives #NormaliseAbortion

The government must train more healthcare workers in delivery of #SafeAbortion 
services, including emergency abortion care, so no woman in South Africa suffers 
health complications because she was unable to access legal, quality services. 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives #MyBodyMyChoice

The government must procure and ensure availability of crucial contraception 
and #SafeAbortion commodities so all women in South Africa have access to 
comprehensive #SRH services. #MyBodyMyChoice #ReproductiveJustice
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THEME 4: SOLUTIONS AND THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE



This #Sept28 we 
will move forward 

and prevail for 
#ReproductiveJustice. 

#MyBodyMyChoice 
#LetsTalkAbortion

Access to safe abortion 
services is a human 

right. Join us on 
#Sept28 to ensure 
more women can 

choose #SafeAbortion. 
#MyBodyMyChoice 
#LetsTalkAbortion

Do you know anyone 
who has suffered from 

an unsafe abortion? 
Don’t keep silent. Join 

us on #Sept28 
to challenge 

#AbortionStigma 
at Theatre Park. 

#MyBodyMyChoice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives 

#LetsTalkAbortion 
#OurBodiesOurFight

Abortion is a right 
under #CTOPA. No 

woman should have 
to seek abortion 
through unsafe 
means. Act now. 

Challenge the stigma 
against abortion in 
South Africa. As we 

march  from Theatre 
Park to Newton 

Park on #Sept28. 
#SafeAbortion 

#MyBodyMyChoice 
#LetsTalkAbortion

1 2 3 4

THEME 5: DAY OF ACTION/SEPTEMBER 28 



Join us at Theatre Park this #Sept28 to demand #ReproductiveJustice for all women
and girls in South Africa.#MyBodyMyChoice #SafeAbortion #LetsTalkAbortion

Join the campaign for #ReproductiveJustice. Be a partner for change 
in #Women’sHealth in South Africa. March with us from Theatre Park 
in Newton Park to make safe abortion a reality for all women in South 
Africa.#MyBodyMyChoice #LetsTalkAbortion

Access to safe abortion services is a human right and central to women’s health. 
Join us on #Sept28  from Theatre Park to Newton Park to ensure more women 
choose #SafeAbortion. #MyBodyMyChoice #LetsTalkAbortion.

Let’s make sure no woman or young girl endangers her health and life due to 
unsafe abortions. Join us on #Sept28 - International Safe Abortion Day - to 
march towards  access to #SafeAbortion in South Africa. #MyBodyMyChoice 
#SafeAbortionSavesLives #LetsTalkAbortion

This International Safe Abortion Day let us all commit to ensure that all women 
and girls have access to basic #SRH services, including #SafeAbortion. Join 
us on #Sept28 at Theatre Park to rally to ensure no woman or girl has to 
struggle. #LetsTalkAbortion #MyBodyMyChoice 
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THEME 5: DAY OF ACTION / SEPTEMBER 28 



Abortion  has been legal in South Africa for over two decades, 
but women are still compelled to choose #unsafeabortion 
over #SafeAbortion. Don’t wait. Act now. Sign the petition at 
_________. #MyBodyMyChoice

@(add handle name) and @(add handle name) have signed 
the petition to increase access to safe abortion services in 
South Africa. Have you? Sign the petition today at __________ 
and help women choose #SafeAbortion and goodhealth. 
#MyBodyMyChoice

Play your part in reinforcing women’s #RightToChoose. Be 
an equal partner in changing the abortion rights landscape in 
South Africa. Sign the petition at _______ and help women 
choose #SafeAbortion. #MyBodyMyChoice

Let us not wait for change to happen. Let’s be the change 
we want to see. Sign the petition today at _________ and 
advocate for women’s #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice

Do you know someone who has had an unsafe abortion? Do 
you know someone who didn’t have the option to choose? 
Don’t let anyone else be a victim of #AbortionStigma. Sign 
the petition today at ___________ and be an advocate for 
#SafeAbortion in South Africa. #MyBodyMyChoice

THEME 6: SUPPORT OUR PETITION

Details of the petition will be available on @myrighttochoice soon.

https://twitter.com/myrighttochoice


Our Bodies. Our Rights. #MyBodyMyChoice #OurBodiesOurFight. Here is what 
happened on Sept28.

Let us unite to advocate for #ReproductiveJustice for all women. Let us ensure 
no more women and girls lose their lives to unsafe abortions. Let’s ensure 
women have choice. #MyBodyMyChoice

We must advocate to combat #AbortionStigma in South Africa. We must
advocate for a woman’s #RightToChoose. #MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

The fight for #SafeAbortion should continue till every woman and every 
girl in South Africa has unhindered access to safe abortion services. 
#MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

Abortion is one of the most common procedures carried out by trained 
doctors. Ensure no South African woman is denied #ReproductiveJustice due 
to #AbortionStigma. #MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

Women will always need abortions. We must ensure that they choose 
#SafeAbortion. #MyBodyMyChoice #NormaliseAbortion

Let’s make women’s #SafeAbortions a rule, not an exception. Let’s ensure 
#ReproductiveJustice for all women. #MyBodyMyChoice
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THEME 7: LET’S KEEP THE MOVEMENT ALIVE
[INSERT PICTURES OF THE DAY OF ACTION]
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INFOGRAPHICS ON ABORTION, 
OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS AND 

PROVISIONS OF CTOPA

Choice on Termination of
Pregnancy Act (CTOPA), 1996
GROUNDS FOR SEEKING AN ABORTION

UP TO 12 WEEKS OF PREGNANCY

Can be provided on request

BETWEEN 13 AND 20 WEEKS,
ABORTION IS ALLOWED WITH THE 

OPINION OF ONE MEDICAL
PRACTITIONER IF

Physical or mental health of the 
woman will be harmed by continuing
the pregnancy

Foetus is suffering from a severe 
physical or mental abnormality

Can be provided by a 
doctor, registered nurse, or 
registered midwife. The 
identity of the woman is 
kept confidential

Pregnancy is a result of rape or incest

Economic or social circumstances or 
the mother will be negatively impacted 
if the pregnancy is not terminated

BEYOND 20 WEEKS, ABORTION IS 
ALLOWED WITH THE OPINION OF 
TWO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS,
IF CONTINUING A PREGNANCY 

WOULD

Result in severe malformation 
of the foetus 

Endanger the woman’s life

Pose a risk of injury to the foetus

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BZ95J3vLOVdd6NyBRsLZXsnc84o5SS6p


What is an unsafe 
abortion? 

 Abortions are safe when managed 
and provided by trained persons at 

a facility that meets minimal 
medical standards

What is a safe 
abortion? 

Abortions are unsafe when a 
pregnancy is terminated either by 

persons lacking the necessary 
skills or in an environment that 
does not conform to minimal 

medical standards

Did you know many healthcare 
providers refuse to provide 

abortion services to women in 
South Africa?

Is that so? So, if a provider 
refuses to provide services 
to a woman, where dose 

she go?

Many women and girls are then 
compelled to go for a 

’back-alley’abortion, which are often 
unsafe and can have serious health 
repercussions such as disability and 

even death.

But what does the 
law say?

*Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act (CTOPA)

If a healthcare provider prevents the
lawful termination of pregnancy or

obstructs access to a facility for 
one, it is an offence that is 

punishable by law. Providers are 
also obligated to provide 

information to women about their 
rights under the law.

WHAT CAN IT LOOK LIKE?
Some common responses by healthcare providers

who refuse to provide services:

My religion does not allow me to see women like you. You need to consult elsewhere.

Do you have no morality or culture? No, we do not do these here.

You must go somewhere else, we do not do these here.

Why are you even requesting an abortion? You people are irritating.

There is no one here who can help you. Why do you think we do abortions here?

You must go back and think about what you are saying and find another place to get it done.

 The nurse who does abortions is on leave and we are busy here. 

OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS OCCURS WHEN A HEALTHCARE PROVIDER REFUSES
TO PROVIDE  SERVICES OWING TO HIS OR HER PERSONAL, RELIGIOUS AND
MORAL BELIEFS. 

WHAT IS OBSTRUCTION TO ACCESS?
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Providers must respect women’s abortion rights and know the adverse health  
implications that refusal without referral can have on women’s health. 
 
Providers must ensure accurate information and referrals, regardless of their
personal views. #mybodymychoice #normaliseabortion

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b5yC-0iSbx_1QKrtScU6xIMZcPWemN_N
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-vbo96QjaDjNTvVJ1QzATLHM40e1JW9M


HOW FAR ALONG CAN YOU BE
AND STILL GET AN ABORTION

12 WEEKS OR LESS

An abortion is available if:
● You want one. It is a right in South Africa.
Who can perform the procedure:
● A doctor, a trained registered nurse or a midwife at a clinic,
community health center or hospital. 

13 TO 20 WEEKS 

An abortion is available if:
● The pregnancy is a danger to the woman’s physical or 
mental health.
● The pregnancy is  a result of rape or incest.
● The foetus is likely to die.
● The birth will affect the woman’s socioeconomic status.
Who can perform the procedure
● Only a doctor at a designated hospital.

MORE THAN 20 WEEKS

An abortion is available:
● In limited circumstances and only if there is a severe
threat to the life of the woman or if there are serious
congenital problems.
Who can perform the procedure
● Only a doctor at a designated hospital.

DESPITE A PROGRESSIVE LAW LIKE CTOPA,
SOUTH AFRICA CONTINUES TO SEE A SIGNIFICANT
NUMBER OF MATERNAL DEATHS DUE TO SEPTIC
ABORTION PROCEDURES.

The National Department of Health 
estimated that 23% of South Africa’s 
maternal deaths between 2008 and 
2010 were due to unsafe abortions 

South Africa’s current maternal 
mortality ratio is 138

South Africa saw 245,211 unsafe 
abortion procedures in 2010 
according to Marie Stopes 
International 

In 2009, unsafe abortion 
procedures outnumbered safe 
abortion procedures 2:1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xgHH84y_9Ob3NSBDmKvPb4gSpUTPfENf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bxZ2wwhJAFpGWaGGivdmPeql8wR6bqOT


SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

2030

ACCESS
TO SAFE 
ABORTION

Ensure healthy lives and promote 
well-being for all at all ages 

 Target 3.1: By 2030, reduce the 
global maternal mortality 

ratio to less than 70 per 100,000 
live births 

Target 3.7: By 2030, ensure 
universal access to sexual and 

reproductive health-care services, 
including for family planning, 

information and education, and 
the integration of reproductive 
health into national strategies

and programmes

Achieve gender equality and 
empower all women and girls 

Target 5.6: Ensure universal 
access to sexual and reproductive 
health and reproductive rights as 

agreed in accordance with the 
Programme of Action of the 
International Conference on 

Population and Development and 
the Beijing Platform for Action 
and the outcome documents of 

their review conferences

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING3

GENDER
EQUALITY5

BARRIERS
WHICH CONTINUE TO HINDER ACCESS TO

SAFE ABORTIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f2un7ncR4oCoF9eTdQy0-SQONeHfKVxc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JYK2Py5A1yi6abJK0uxd1PuP4fMsR12w
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ADVOCATE INFORM AND EDUCATE

For the effective implementation
of Choice on Termination of 
Pregnancy Act to increase  
access to safe abortion services,
including medical abortion

For dissemination of accurate 
information and an effective 
referrals system

   

For effective stewardship in 
facilities and health systems to 
develop accountability
mechanisms to back service 
delivery failures due to 
obstruction to access

For enhancing access by 
improving infrastructure and 
ensuring adequate number of 
trained and willing service 
providers in the delivery of 
quality care

By providing values clarification
training to all healthcare

providers to help them critically
reflect on and challenge their

deeply-held beliefs and attitudes
regarding abortion

By developing programmes to
reduce stigma around abortion
services among providers and

the community 

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO INCREASE
ACCESS TO SAFE ABORTION

WHAT IS MEDICAL ABORTION?
What drugs are used for 
Medical Methods of Abortion 

(MMA)?

Medical abortion is a non-surgical 
way of terminating pregnancies 
through a combination of drugs.

The most common medical method of 
termination is a combination of 
Mifepristone and Misoprostol.

Is it legal in 
South Africa ?

Medical abortion 
is legal in South Africa 

up to                  of pregnancy.

  

What are the benefits of MMA?
It requires no anaesthetic;

The procedure is non-invasive;

There is greater privacy than with a surgical 
abortion;

As a non-surgical procedure, there are no 
surgical risks associated with medical 
abortion;

You are at home and can have the support of 
friends and/or family if you choose;

It can feel 'more natural', as it is similar 
to having a heavy period or miscarriage.

9Weeks

Marie Stopes South Africa

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16XSLcuGahh1f6PvEvQEBWI4lNX4-7KBq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QmnSbQIaIK86M3kC_9ZyUFPS5lCF88rX


GLOBAL INCIDENCE

UNSAFE
ABORTIONS

25
MILLION

56 MILLION 
ABORTIONS
BETWEEN

2010-2014

8 MILLION
IN LEAST SAFE
OR DANGEROUS
CONDIT IONS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JBNRMchoONb-sbVH9Dd6wU6IoHHWQgDc


 JOIN THE #MYBODYMYCHOICE MOVEMENT. SHARE YOUR PICTURES

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xqhn9P88VGjEx2a6BK90X98U7yq9_zY6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cjoKmSCpeOARkipyc7AEZXxnr3XPLoXd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12lEclYqgRO3ZqsuGpeBQPReahm0aC0hL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WgqjGl2549LlVhcD8mX6xmZ62o0qt46R


https://drive.google.com/open?id=10QQaooBlCkf2C1vi216EOy-Qu9p1Vm26
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sY2mLKhOwaWpubMxU45xRZ06kf-kAj-h
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LThJGAFsI1CbrEfZHwObNSUVFAUe4EuS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BdAJau7Qxyybrov9waiTyHJU7zOkC-BQ


https://drive.google.com/open?id=12W1DUCVgNoNKaSMrL-QZTMG_WgsWMWEg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tBak-ch7pkRn9bCKrkyKczV9X6BmNJs_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hrXI7ox7N-OVOemZ5d3euD0lR8LjcXMq


https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQ3SAuGJnHo_qo0Bedi_ji5iFRx08rQR


 SHARE YOUR STORIES AND QUOTES

It’s a hard choice to have an 
abortion. That is why I am pro-

choice. Because I want people to 
make their own choices.

Unsafe abortion and no knowledge 
about my sexual and reproductive 
health and rights almost killed me 
and I ended up losing my womb. 
Give young girls access to safe 

abortions.

I am not a murderer. I made a 
choice as a mother carrying a 

pregnancy, and knowing that it is 
not a good idea to carry it to term.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lcus_j58NKutDOCKwpl3ShIYK1q6k7aR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljyuP22ibAEFFKmG55UeLrl75P2Cww5A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ngP4axR04I9nSJ19EQeLrvVChsnVdFqr


I am trained and offer safe abortion 
procedures because of my conscience. 

Dr Tlaleng Mofokeng, DISA Clinic
Lead Consultant, Nalane Associates for 

Reproductive Justice
Country Co-Lead, Global Doctors for Choice

Abortion is healthcare. Safe and accessible 
abortion procedures saves lives.

- Dr Tlaleng Mofokeng
Doctor, DISA Clinic

Lead Consultant, Nalane Associates for Reproductive 
Justice

Country Co-Lead, Global Doctors for Choice

It is always a problem to get somebody to assist as we don’t have a 
fully functioning clinic with permanent staff. I need a doctor who can 
prescribe misoprostol and help me, but they say, ‘No, it’s against my 
religion and I’m not doing it’. But it’s not my position to say to them, 

‘Where is your written excuse?’. It is not part of my responsibility, so then 
I have to look around for somebody who will be able to assist me. 

– Nurse involved in abortion provision,
Western Cape, South Africa

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uL92qXM-azeFVcovVYFjrizk9TDe6ONh
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y8ydMmxTEaQQBqqyb5cZ0Gc6lyN3zd5c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10bPmFkUFuFtVF11_QJ12whTsMHaGbV6R
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